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Restrictions and Blackout Dates may apply. Celebrity Host dates to be mutually agreed on. For full details visit the auction website .

102. VEGAS TRIP AND BAJA RALLY
Start your trip off in the lap of luxury as you step into your Limo and 
head for the Bellagio Hotel where you will check into your luxurious 
suite for a 2 night stay. While there you will be treated to a perfor-
mance of Cirque Soleil's award-winning show "O" and enjoy a sump-
tuous dinner at Chef Serrano's acclaimed Lago restaurant. Enjoy one 
of the country's most innovative menus while surrounded by exquisite 
décor and an unmatched view of Bellagio's dancing fountains.

Now get ready for a change 
of pace! You will be picked 
up at your Hotel and whisked 
off to the spectacular foot-
hills of Sin City. Once there 
you will be greeted by Lar-
ry Roeseler who is, without 
a doubt, one of America's 
most accomplished off road 
desert racers. In fact, he is so 
good the Navy SEALS's go to 
him to sharpen their skills!

He has won innumerable Desert Races including the Baja 500 which 
was held earlier this year. You are about to experience the thrill of a 
lifetime as you jump into his Trophy Truck and head out on the world 
famous MINT 400 desert track. Once your heart rate settles down you 
will have the opportunity to soak in the people and the hospitality of 
the desert with the members of the Baja Tacos team over a fun lunch.

101. SCREAMING EAGLE WINE
If any wine exemplifies the California Cult wine phenomena, it’s Scream-
ing Eagle, which made its auspicious debut with their 1992 vintage. Within 
two short years, the wine quickly shot to the top of the hot, must have col-
lectible charts. In fact, the current price for the 1992 Screaming Eagle has 
soared to over $7,000! That’s per bottle, not per case! Here’s something most 
people don’t know. For the first Screaming Eagle vintage, part of the har-
vest was aged in a special barrel, with an engraved top. For good luck, that 

same barrel has been reused 
for each subsequent vintage of 
Screaming Eagle ever since.

This is a rare opportunity to add nine bottles from the renowned Screaming 
Eagle Winery to your wine collection.This auction offering includes:

• 2015 The Flight 3-Pack 
• 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 3-Pack
• 2013 Cabernet 3-Pack
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103. 9/11 REMEMBRANCE PACKAGE
September 11, 2021 will mark the 20th anniversary of the attack on the World 
Trade Center, the Pentagon, and the heroic actions of the passengers that 
brought down Flight 93. This unique package lets you experience that day 
through the eyes of the NYC Police 
Commissioner at the time - Bernie 
Kerik. He will personally give you a 
tour through the streets he walked in 
the hours after the Towers came down 
and explain how events unfolded that 
day. Afterward Mr. Kerik will give you a 
VIP Tour of the 9/11 Museum and host 
you for dinner that evening. AND to 
be sure you Never Forget this package 
comes with a small World Trade Center 
building artifact. Your package also in-
cludes 2 tickets to the Freedom Tower, 
2 Nights in a Luxury Hotel, and 200,000 
American Airlines Miles so you can fly 
to New York in ultimate comfort.  

Restrictions and Blackout Dates may apply. Celebrity Host dates to be mutually agreed on. For full details visit the auction website .

104.  NAPA WINE AND WONDER
While many wineries in the Napa Region strive for a uniqueness and a 
sense of history only one can lay claim to having found and developed 
a truly unique property - DANA Estates. Vinter H. W. Helms erected 
the winery in 1883 and the current winery has maintained many of the 
original features. The Estate seamlessly blends the old with the new. You 
will find yourself both looking back and forward in time as you walk the 
elegantly appointed halls.

AND then there is 
the wine! Nestled at 
the base of the Mayacamas Mountains in the Napa Valley, Dana Estates 
is dedicated to making small lots of truly distinctive world class wines 
and they have won numerous awards throughout the year. Pick up any 
wine magazine and you will likely find a story heralding the exceptional 
quality of its Cabernets.

Even with all the acco-
lades the winery remains 
a quiet place dedicated to 

achieving excellence. The winery doesn’t seek to attract visitors. Its modest 
gates open only to the trade and the eternal wait-listed direct buyers. If you 
don’t know where it is, you’ll be lucky to find it at all. There’s no sign on the 
road, and the only indication that you’re in the right place is the small type 
in the call box.

In order to preserve both the land and historic buildings the owners undertook the construction of a cavernous under-
ground 20,000 square foot production area. You will be awestruck as you are guided through these modern day caves. Your 
package includes a 2 night stay for 4 people in the Estates private cottage, a personalized tour of the winery, and limousine 
service to elegantly transport you to other Cult Wineries in the area. 
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105. UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL - CANELO ÁLVAREZ FIGHT
Saul "Canelo" Álvarez without question is the No. 1 
pound-for-pound fighter in the world. He  is current-
ly the WBA, WBC, WBO and The Ring super-mid-
dleweight champion. He has three of the four 'al-
phabet' world titles, as well as The Ring magazine's 
distinction of being the 'lineal' champion in the di-
vision (which, wherever it can, follows the ethos of 
"to be the champion you must beat the champion"). His performances inside the ring 
have been unprecedented. Canelo is not only known for being strong but has gained a 
reputation as a master strategist in the ring. Now that fans are being allowed back into 
the arenas you will get to experience him fight up close and personal. He has personally 
provided the two tickets  you will be receiving!

The exact time and location for his next bout has not been set but word on the street is 
that it will be this November in Vegas. The winner will be kept apprised of the scheduling 
and will receive their tickets as soon as they are available. This package also includes an 
autographed set of boxing gloves. 

Restrictions and Blackout Dates may apply. Celebrity Host dates to be mutually agreed on. For full details visit the auction website .

106. LIVE A LONG AND HEALTHY LIFE!
Want to live longer and stay healthy? Then this package is for you. Exclu-
sively offered by Human Longevity at the Health Nucleus here in San Diego 
this auction item is perhaps the most exciting auction item we have ever put 
on the auction block. It may, literally, save your life! The winner will receive 
2 full 100+ Memberships.

Their 100+ is a proprietary program that combines advanced technologies 
with a dedicated medical team to help you achieve your healthiest and lon-
gest life. As a 100+ client, your annual precision health assessment is pow-
erfully informed by your genomics, blood biomarkers and in-depth imag-
ing. Your Health Nucleus physicians, experts in interpreting large data sets, 
provide pre-symptomatic diagnosis, treatments based on your unique data, and continuously track your health to help preempt 
disease and aid in maximizing your performance. The 100+ membership is the most comprehensive AI data driven, personal-
ized health care on earth.

Your membership also affords you access to some of the best doctors and medical experts, all available to you at a moment’s 
notice: ( took other  punctuation out)24/7, 360 days a year. Human Longevity 100+ Membership Platform (www.healthnucle-
us100plus.com) is designed to detect risk for cancer, cardiac, metabolic and neuro-degenerative disease as well as other condi-
tions. 100+ Membership Platform includes: Personalized Data Assessment: Whole-genome sequencing (initial exam), full body 
and brain MRI, coronary calcium score (CT), metabolomics, echocardiography, DEXA (bone density), comprehensive blood 
tests, and more. Each follow up assessment services will be determined by HLI’s physician. Ongoing Care: An assigned HLI 
physician to interpret an initial personalized Health Intelligence Report, deliver a personalized health action plan and engage 
regularly to help patients achieve health, performance and longevity goals. HLI’s physician team will also be available for ap-
plicable primary care needs of each customer. Access to World Class Specialists: HLI’s AI driven Second opinion consultation 
and referral platform will be available to all customers in order to identify the right specialist for each specific disease from our 
partner at the Massachusetts General Hospital and its over 2,500 physicians or referral via HLI’s database of 50,000 specialists 
from the country’s top hospitals. Currently, most diseases aren’t detected until symptoms arise, which can often be too late. The 
in-depth data we are able to obtain about your body and health enables detection of potential risks years before onset, giving you 
a chance to proactively avoid the disease entirely. Additionally, early, pre-symptomatic detection of health issues can dramatical-
ly decrease the severity of treatment and associated costs. So ask yourself - how much is your health worth?  
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107. AN NYC TRIP THAT WILL MAKE YOU THE ENVY 
OF EVERY NEW YORKER!

Not even the famed res-
idents of Manhattan will 
have the opportunity to 
experience what you will! 
After departing from your 
American Airline flight, you 
will head for the luxurious 
Peninsula Hotel located on 
New York's famed 5th Avenue. Once there 
you will settle into your luxurious room for 
a 4 day, 3-night stay. During your stay, you 
will be hosted by Jesse Orosco, who played 

for nine MLB teams and has 2 World Se-
ries Championships under his belt. He is 
very much treasured by New Yorkers for 
his colorful antics, one of which the NY 
Times once labeled "his joyous glove toss". 
You will be his guest for dinner on the first 
night where you will enjoy entertaining 
stories and fine food. On day two you will 
have the opportunity to enjoy all that New York has to offer, but make sure 
that you are back in time to enjoy a New York Mets Game. Once there you 

will join Jesse in a VIP Suite and take in the game. On day three you will head out to the US Open where you will watch 
the top tennis stars battle for the Championship. And to top your trip 
off you will ride in luxury to the Trump Golf Links at Ferry Point 
where you will get to play a round of golf while enjoying the majestic 
NYC skyline. On day 4 you will head home with a wealth of memories 
and experiences. This trip for two people also includes 300,000 Amer-
ican Airline miles to be used any way you would like and 2 tickets to 
the Freedom Tower Observatory. Date to be mutually agreed upon.   

Restrictions and Blackout Dates may apply. Celebrity Host dates to be mutually agreed on. For full details visit the auction website .
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108. CABO - CHILENO BAY
Finally ready to get away. Well this is a vacation where you 
can enjoy the highest levels of service and safety. Run your 
feet through the immaculate white sand beaches, swim in 
crystal clear waters or just sit back with some friends in 
your private 4 bedroom villa. And you will have plenty of 
time to settle in since this package gives you a 5-night stay!

The Chileno Bay Resort is nestled along a protected cove 
and it has long been known for its tranquil, swimmable  
waters and pristine coral reefs. Just a short venture out to 
sea and you will find  a hidden underwater world of tropi-
cal fish and sea turtles.

The Resort is THE place to get away from it all. The 
entire complex was created with a distinct vision to bring 
an airy, open aesthetic that blurs the line between indoor 
and outdoor. 

This package includes a Private 4 bedroom villa which is 
ideal for families or groups of friends traveling togeth-
er. The large, open floor plans create a social setting for 
entertaining or just relaxing in a wide open space. The 
gourmet kitchens are outfitted with high-quality finishes, 
including Wolf and Subzero appliances. 

Restrictions and Blackout Dates may apply. Celebrity Host dates to be mutually agreed on. For full details visit the auction website .
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109. A FEAST TO REMEMBER 
Acclaimed Chef Jeffrey Strauus will host a dinner for 24 in 
his private dining room at the renowned Pamplemousse 
Grill.

Jeffrey has a flair for presentation and unquestionable talent 
for taste that has delighted the palates of the world's most 
powerful business brokers and socialites, United States pres-
idents, and scores of American and foreign dignitaries.

Your guest will be treated to a truly memorable gas-
tronomical delight. Accompanying this multi course 
dinner will be a stunning  array of fine wines expertly 
chosen to go with your meals.

Jeffrey will be pulling wines from his private wine col-
lection! So the deeper you go into your pocket, the 
deeper Jeffrey will go into his cellar!!!

Restrictions and Blackout Dates may apply. Celebrity Host dates to be mutually agreed on. For full details visit the auction website .


